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If you require any further assistance in relation to the system or you want to 

report an unexpected operation or event, please use the healthcare provider 

contact details shown.
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The Zensor™
 D

evice

The Zensor™ device is a wireless patient monitor that records every 

heartbeat. Each time you press the button or if the Zensor™ device 

automatically detects an irregular heart rhythm, your data will be 

stored. Alternatively, the arrhythmia (the irregular or abnormal heart 

rhythm) can be transmitted to the Zensor™ device monitoring station 

and your healthcare provider will receive a report detailing the 

arrhythmia.

Set up the Zensor™ device  Apply the first set of Zensor™ 
device patches 

Go through the operating 
instructions with you

Contact your healthcare provider if you need more patches or if you have any questions. 

What is the

ZensorTM Device

Initially, your

healthcare provider will

The Zensor™ device kit consists of the following components:

 o Zensor™ unit and two batteries (rechargeable)

 o Custom made Zensor™ patches

A charging dock with power supply and mains lead is also included to capture 
your heart rhythm data. A mobile Wi-Fi unit, together with charging cable and 
three pin plug may also be included, depending on your prescriber instructions.

Only use the accessories supplied with the Zensor™ Device System.

ZensorTM Device

System

A very positive and quick way to 
get diagnosed.
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ZensorTM Device

Unit and  
Rechargable Battery

1 On/Off Button and Event Button (Blue button)

2  Green Light (Indicates NORMAL operation)

3 Blue Light (Intermittently goes on & off when in  
 operation - NO ACTION REQUIRED BY PATIENT)

4 Battery

5 Four Connection Studs (Unit) 

6 Battery Charger (with Battery)

4

4

6

ZensorTM Device

Patch Units

7 Right Patch

8 Upper Left Patch

9 Lower Left Patch

When wearing the system, you should have the  

three patches placed on your chest and abdomen  

with the Zensor™ unit attached – this is your  

Zensor™ device. 

7

9

8

Mobile Wi-Fi Information
In some instances your doctor will have supplied you with a mobile Wi-Fi unit.  If supplied, the following 
is some information which may be helpful should you have any questions.

  Wi-Fi Indication

The Mobile Wi-Fi has a battery life of 10 hrs. It is recommended that you leave the Mobile Wi-Fi unit 
plugged in and charging when you are at home. See table below for explanation of Mobile Wi-Fi 
display symbols

  Mobile Wi-Fi Safety information 

· Keep the device away from water, fire, humidity or hot environments.

· Do not attempt to disassemble, repair or modify the device.

· Do not use damaged charger or USB cable to charge the device.

· Do not use the device where wireless devices are not allowed.

1 Screen

2 On/Off button 

**Not Pictured: Charger cable and three pin plug. 
1

2


Indicates signal strength of the 

current network

4G/3G
Indicates successful network 

connection

R Indicates you are roaming

 Indicates Wi-Fi status

100% 


Displays the remaining 

battery power

  Will the Mobile Wi-Fi make any sounds? 
No, the Mobile Wi-Fi will not make any sounds. See symbols above for an explanation 

of the screen symbols on the Mobile Wi-Fi unit. 

  How often should I charge the Mobile Wi-Fi? 
Charge the Mobile Wi-Fi unit when you see the battery indicator running less than 

50% – the battery usually lasts 10 hrs. It is recommended that you plug the Mobile 

Wi-Fi in each day to charge, similar to how you would charge a mobile phone. 

  When I leave my home, do I have to bring the Mobile Wi-Fi with me?
No, it is not necessary to bring the Mobile Wi-Fi with you. If you feel any symptoms, 

just press the blue button on the Zensor™ device and it will store or mark the event 

data. When you return home, the Zensor™ device will automatically ‘talk’ to the Mobile 

Wi-Fi, and transmit the data to the Zensor™ device monitoring station.
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Frequently

Asked Questions

  What is the Zensor™ device doing?
The Zensor™ device is recording every heartbeat. Your doctor will use this 
information to determine your medical treatment.

  How long do I have to wear the Zensor™ device? 
Wear the Zensor™ device for the number of days prescribed by your doctor. 

  How do I know the Zensor™ device is working? 
A continuous green light will be visible on the Zensor™ device. Occasionally, 

you may notice a second blue light. This is all part of the normal Zensor™ 

device operation.

  Can I go about my normal day-to-day routine? 
Yes, but activities that cause you to sweat excessively may shorten the wear 

time of the Zensor™ device patches.  

  How often should I change the patches? 
The patches may stay on for an average of 2 - 7 days, depending on each 

individual’s skin type. However, excessive sweating can cause the patches to 

become loose. If this happens and the patches lift off the skin by more than 

1cm, replace all the patches.  Remove each patch slowly, taking care not 

to damage the skin.  Follow the instructions on the quick start guide when 

applying new patches. 

  Can I wear the Zensor™ device in the shower?
No, the Zensor™ unit is not waterproof and it must be removed prior to 

showering. However, the patches may be worn in the shower. Remove the unit 

from the patch and leave it switched ON. After you shower, dry the patches 

with a gentle ‘patting’ motion. Reconnect the Zensor™ unit to the upper stud 

patch.

Frequently Asked Q
uestions
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  Can I go swimming/have a bath with the Zensor™ device? 
No, the Zensor™ unit is not waterproof and cannot be worn whilst swimming 

or in the bath. Also, if the patches are submerged (swimming or in the bath),  

they may stop functioning correctly or detach from the skin.

  What should I do if I feel a symptom? 
Press the blue button (page 5) as shown on the Zensor™ unit picture. 

  How often should I change the battery? 
Change the battery every 24 hrs. Then, place the used battery in the battery 

charger to allow it to recharge (see Charging the Battery section of this 

booklet). 

  Will I experience any adverse effects from wearing the Zensor™ device? 
It is normal for some people to experience minor itching or slight skin 

redness in response to wearing the device patches. If the patches become 

very itchy and uncomfortable to wear, please remove them carefully.      

Return the Zensor™ device kit to your doctor and ask your nurse/doctor to 

check your skin.

  Can I travel with the Zensor™ device? 
Yes, you can fly while wearing your Zensor™ device. Simply remove the 

Zensor™ unit, turn the device OFF, and place in the ‘security bin’ whilst you 

go through security. Leave the patches on your body (similar to procedure 

you would follow with the device when having a shower). If you were given 

by your doctor a separate Mobile Wi-Fi unit,  turn it off during flight.  Keep 

both devices OFF until you have completed your flight. Then after your flight, 

turn back on the Zensor™ unit and place back on your body. Turn back on the 

Mobile Wi-Fi unit which is enabled for roaming in the USA & Europe.

  What will I tell airport security staff if asked about my Zensor™ device wear?
You can explain to staff that you were prescribed the Zensor™ device by 

your doctor to monitor your heart.  You can show airport security staff the 

statement at the back page of this booklet which describes that this device 

has been prescribed by your doctor to monitor your heart.

Additional

Information

 o Contact your healthcare provider to obtain more patches if required. 

 o If you no longer wish to wear the patch, remove and return the equipment to your 
healthcare provider at the next arranged appointment. 

 o Keep the patches out of reach of small children and babies as the patch wires may 
cause strangulation. 

 o The unit and patches should be removed prior to undergoing defibrillation, MRI scan, 
or surgical procedure.

 o Do not expose the monitor to excessive dust or to extreme temperatures. The device 
should be operated between 0-45°C. 

 o Avoid using the system in close proximity to heavy electrical equipment or other 
sources of electromagnetic interference such as electric blankets, heating pads, 
microwaves etc.

 o Place the battery charger in a suitable location, where it will be protected from 
damage, liquid ingress, moisture or extreme temperature.

Things to be Aware of When Wearing  
ZensorTM Device

Additional Inform
ation
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“A very positive and quick way to get 

diagnosed.”

“After a day or two I did not notice wearing it.” 

“I felt confident using the device.”

Patient feedback disclosed in this booklet was captured 
as part of a ZensorTM device evaluation at South Eastern 
Health and Social Care Trust, Northern Ireland and a 
Stroke Prevention: Atrial Fibrillation in potentially high 
prevalence cohorts study.

Patient

Feedback

AIRPORT SECURITY SCREENING STATEMENT

This person is wearing a Zensor™ Device, which is continuously monitoring 

their heart rate and rhythm. The patches which are placed on the body contain 

magnetic studs and may cause your security screening system to alarm. The 

device has been prescribed by a doctor and it should only be removed under 

their guidance.

If you have any questions, please contact the person’s doctor.

The copyright of this document is the sole 
property of Renew Health Ltd. This document is 
not to be reproduced or disclosed to any third 
party without the written acknowledgement and 
consent of Renew Health Ltd.

Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance.
Patient Instruction Booklet 

Renew Health Ltd,
IDA Business & Technology 
Park, Garrycastle,
Dublin Rd, Athlone, Co 
Westmeath, N37 F786, 
Ireland

Manufactured For:
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